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Ehrlichman Urges Help for Convicts 
By Andrea Lodabl 
John Ehrlichman, the former Assistant to 
President Richard �ixon who was convicted 
of obstruction of justice in the Watergate af­
fair, addressed an audience Tuesday in 150 
Hutchins Hall on the trial, sentencing and 
post-sentencing process He exhorted studen­
ts to aid criminal defendants in a "sermonet­
te" before taking questions on aU subjects in­
cluding Watergate. 
Ehrlichman attended UCLA and Stanford 
Law School before entenng private practice 
in Seattle. He became a senior partner there, 
was active in Republican politics, and even­
tually became involved with the Nixon cam­
paign. After Nixon was elected, Ehrlichman 
was appointed Counsel to the President for a 
year {the post later held by John Dean), and 
then served as Assistant to the President for 
Domestic Affairs. lie served time in a 
Federal prison for his role in covering up the 
Watergate affair. 
EHRLICHMA� BEGAN his talk by askmg 
the audience hov. many were law students, 
how many planned to enter private practice, 
how many intended to lake criminal cases 
and how many plaMed to serve as Public 
Defenders. The number predictably dwindled 
with each question, although Ehrhchman 
noted an "unusually high percentage." He 
then explained that he wanted to deliver a 
"sermonette" on Uie process a convicted 
criminal goes through after conviction and 
the role of a lawyer in various stages of that 
process. 
After he was sentenced, Ehrlichman ex­
plained, he was sent to a "tiny Federal prison 
camp in the middle of the Arizona desert that 
was primarily maintained for housing illegal 
aliens." There he became one of the one-half 
of the population that were "Anglo" rather 
thap Mexican citizens and one o( only a few 
lawyers. Ehrlichman explained that in most 
prisons there are a limited number of people 
who can read and write, and that they are in 
high demand to help run the prison and serve 
other inmates. 
The prison had a "law library," which 
Ehrlichman described as "a complete joke." 
They had four-fifths of a series of Am Jur 
"with the pocket parts removed to roll 
cigarettes and reefers," Ehrlicbman said. 
and Xeroxed cases, pleadings and motions in 
a cardboard box. Some library shelves were 
used for a collection of Harlequin romances. 
"IN MOST PRISONS, a person who has 
been to law school is in enormous demand 
from �e prisoners, very much like being Dr. 
Sch�e1tzer dropped into a leper colony," 
Ehrlichman explained. In remote areas like 
the one where the facility he was in are 
located, he said, the public defenders "just 
don't get out there. I was immediately im­
mersed in a practice about which I knew 
nothing." �hrtichman then recounted bow be urged 
pnsoners who came to him for advice to seek 
out their lawyers because they had real 
problems. "One by one they'd come back to 
me and say 'Well, the fellow's out," or "he 
wouldn't take my call," or "be wouldn't ac-
John Ehrlicbmao. former Nhon aidt. sptaks in Room ISO Monda). Photo 8} Tom '-toms 
Senate Passes Office Space Resolution 
Uy :\like :\t>\\ dO\\ 
The Law School Student Senate had its 
weekly meeting on Monday. October 7th. 
President Russell Smith opened the meeting 
by welcoming the new first year represen 
tattves - Jeffrey Winick, Gail Harris, Eric 
Orts and Bruc<' Courtade - who were all 
unanimously accepted by the present Senate 
members. 
The lack of uffic<' space for the various 
student activities. a continuing problem for 
more than a year now, was the first order of 
business. Past practices regarding allocatton 
were described as "pretty disastrous·· by 
Vice President Reggie Turner, and a 
resolution w<tS passed whtch enunciated the 
following three principles· 
t 1 J Every active student organization is en­
tilled to useable office space. 
(2) The student organizations are willing to 
share space when necessary, but 
<3l The student organizations should not be 
"the only sector of the Law School com­
munity which must continually 're­
justify' its use of space." 
Howe,•er, it was reported that the ad­
ministration has stated that office space is 
simply not available. and that "there are 
going to be sQme unhappy groups" as a result. 
In another action. the payment of sales tax 
by Law Student organizations was sharply 
crihcizcd. Apparently, a number of pur­
chases have been made without claiming the 
exemption to which these Senate-sponsored 
groups are entitled. Since the budget is 
limited as it is. this needless expense was 
deemed especially wasteful. A resolution to 
this effect was passed, stating that "no Law 
School student organization shall be reimbur­
sed for the payment of sales tax without the 
express approval of the President and the 
Treasurer of the Law School Student Senate." 
The video machines in the Lawyers' Club 
basement were a subject of concern. Those 
machines are maintained by a different com­
pany than services the rest of the University, 
and the results have been very unsatisfb.:­
tory It was therefore decided to look into the 
possibility of switching to the other company. 
Multi pie break-ins have also occurred, 
resulting in lost funds to the Senate. which 
receives a portion of all profits. Some eviden­
ce indicated that these incidents were "an in­
side job, "the solution to which was unknown. 
The listing of all student phone numbers 
and addresses was also discussed Senate 
members were encouraged to publicize that 
forms are obtainable for all students to venfy 
these data. The forms will be available up un­
til 5:00 p.m. on Wednesday. October 9. outside 
of HH room 100. 
It was also mentioned that the Social Com­
mittee has scheduled a "Sixties Party" for 
Friday, October II, in the main lounge of the 
Lawyers' Club from 8:00p.m. until midnight. 
cept the collect call," or "He said there was 
nothing he could do for me," or that no more 
help would be forthcoming until they paid 
their legal fees." Accordingly, Ehrlichman 
and another inmate gave the convicts what 
help they could. 
This description brought Ehrlichman to the 
heart of his message: "When you're out in 
private practice. for goddness' sake don't for­
sake these people. They need you badly. And 1 
think you personally have a duty. once you 
raise your right hand and let the judge swear 
you in, to help those folks. You're the onJy 
people that can help." 
THERE ARE MANY stages in post­
conviction process where a lawyer's help is 
needed, according to Ehrlichrnan. He urged 
lawyers to be wary of the effects of a plea 
bargain upon sentencing and parole, where 
other material in the person's background 






By Chris Murdoch 
DATELINE: COOK QUADRANGLE 
CLUB. What do the student really think of 
this, the law school's soft core version of the 
Hardrock Cafe?Thls reporter was assigned 
the task of interviewing students to determine 
what they like, what they dislike, what they 
want to see added, and what they want to see 
taken away. 
John Zavitsanos, 2nd year, has no com­
plaints. "It's awesome, dude. Good coffee, and 
lots of it. Definitely better than that crap that 
comes out of a vending machine." 
Rod Schrieber, 2nd year, does not agree. 
"It's so stupid. They build this whole nice 
loun�e and then serve exactly the same stuff 
you can get down the haU. They should at least 
put in a grill so we can get some burgers or 
good food.'' 
Melanie White, a graduate student in 
genetic counseling, who "just likes to hang 
out with law students," agrees. "I had a roast 
beef sandwich and the meat was awful. They 
should definitely have better quality food, this 
school can alford it." 
Some of the students just like the at­
mspbere. Joe Ahmad, 2nd year, thinks it is a 
good place to relax. "I think a lot of tbe people 
who study in the reading room are more 
willing to drop down to the lounge than go to 
See Pl1B, page ten·· 
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Letters 
. --: . 
Do Not Hide Behind Canons 
to A void Social Responsibility 
To the Editor: 
On Friday morning, October 4, a small group or students 
gathered outside of Room 200 to express their dismay that a 
law firm. Cravath Swain & Moore. refused to say 
whether or nol they had South Africa. or an agent of the 
South Afncan government, as a client. 
The timing was good: Cravath was interviewing in Room 
200 all day Friday. But the protest itseli. What was the prin­
ciple? That a firm should disclose the names or its clients­
even those clients who request anonymity? Isn't there an 
ethical canon on this sort of thing? 
I was one of the students who joined in last Friday's 
protest. As a future lawyer (and as a present student attor­
ney>, I should not take lighUy the official canons of my 
subjective account of just what is to be balanced against 
what. And who has not? 
Sometimes, at this school. I get the sense that there is nol 
a moral dilemma imaginable that cannot be subsumed 
within some ethical canon, traditional practice. et cetera. 
I have a new proposed code for lawyers. The basic idea is 
thts A great deal is entrusted to the aggregate of all the 
world's lawyers. IC we think of humanity as one group. and 
lawyers as another group 1 no offense ,let us think of Group 
2 as "lawyer" for Group 1. Each lawyer. then, has a lawyer­
client relalronship, not merely with those clients who pay 
well enough to recerve her services, but also w1th humanity. 
t-------------------------1 profession. Nor should 1 readily dismiss the unofficial codes 
of confidentiality adopted by my fellow practitioners. 
We are m Munich. The year is 1938 A team of lawyers is 
whispering in our ears, "Well, Neville, the canons say. " 
Eric Hard 
ELS Blasts RG For 
Story Inaccuracies 
Relax As things turned out, Cravath was willing to disclose to its interviewing students whether or not it represented South 
Africa or an agent thereof. The answer we received, with 
the help of a bold interviewee, was (at least as we had wor­
ded the question) NO. The question lhen arises, just who did 
Cravatb protect by refusing to answer our question in the 
first place? 
Well, they preserved the principle of refusing in all cases 
to divulge, and so prevented any future actual client from 
being flagged by an equivocal reply. Right? 
Perhaps, As I thought about these things, by myself, and 
in conversations with j>ther people, I began to think, that's 
what it comes down to, isn't il? Another balancing test. 
On the one hand, we have the ethical tradition of a staid 
and time-honored profession. On the other, we have the 
chance to say NO to a nation that is one of the closest 
modern equivalents to Nazi Germany. To be sure, I give a 
Pernick Wants New 
Transcript Policy 
To the Editor: 
The RG deserves credit for investigating the disclosure of 
first years' grades to the Law Review. Because of my in­
terest in privacy of grades, I spoke to Deans Susan Eklund 
and Virginia Gordan. Their comments follow. 1 apologize if 
I rrtisinterpreted their remarks, but have tried to be ac­
curate. 
They don't lhink they made a mistake, but are changing 
procedures due to student concern. Under the old system, 
the Managing Editor of Law Review received aU first 
years' grades, and then recalculated grade points ex­
cluding the Clrst year elective. Under the new system, this 
calculation will be done by someone on the law school staff. 
Both Deans felt that accuracy might suffer by switching 
(rom a law student to clerical help, but acknowledged 
strong student sentiment for a change. 
Why not give only the grades or those who apply to Law 
Review? Both Deans fell that many students change their 
minds about Law Review and are glad to be on. even when 
they didn't apply. What about giving out the grades or all 
students, but allowing students to opt out? Dean Sue 
thought this would be administra lively difficult 
Although the Deans mean well, we are adults and should 
be responsible for our decisions. Also, I believe the Law 
Review deceived us through their applications, since many 
?f us r�asonably assumed that nobody would see our grades 
1f we 1gnored the application. The Editors of the Law 
Review, who were aware of their policies and should know 
better, owe us an apology ' !'\at Pernick 
This week in RG bistory . .. 
In 1981 at about this time, the new wing of the library 
was unveiled. Tbe RG covered alumni visits, inter· 
viewed Gunnar Birkerts, the architect, and solicited 
student comments. Carping included pointed com-
To the Editor: 
Because last week's RG article "ELS Discovers Hor­
nbook Debt" was so inadequately researched. ELS is com­
pelled to dispel its inaccuracies. Had ELS been advised of 
this article. we may have clarified these blatant inac­
curactes. However, since we were never contacted we must 
do so after lhc fact. 
In 1982 the Institute of Continuing Legal Education prin­
ted Environmental Law in Michigan, a handbook for prac­
titioners. This book was edited by Kevin T. Smith with 
Joseph Sax as his faculty advisor. The Environmental Law 
Society cooperated in the conception, development, and 
publication of the manual. A quick glance atlhe manuscript 
evidences these facts. The ELS did not borrow $3000 from 
the law school. did not publish a hornbook, and did not 
"discover" a debt. 
ELS, however, IS trying to make a good faith effort to of­
fset some of the publication expenses incurred by ICLE. 
Because we cooperated in the development of the manual, 
we feel a moral obligation to devote excess funds from last 




Will Begin Carding 
To the Editor: 
The Social Committee has instituted a new policy regar­
ding admission to Law School soc.iaJ functions. Due to lbe 
number of underage visitors, law students must show their 
law school LD. card and be stamped in order to drink 
alcoholic beverages. The goal is not to prohibit v-isitor at­
tendance but to Insure that underage people do not drink. 
Also, the calendar of up-coming events is as follows: 
1. Twist to the Sound of the 'GO's- Friday, October 11. 
2. 1st Annual Law School GoiC Outing - Saturday, Oc­
tober 19. 
3. Halloween Party- Thursday, October 31. 
4. Haute Couture - Law School apparel will be sold in 
late October and early November. 
The Social Committee would like to add that we try to 
sponsor events for the entire law school body.Jf anyone has 
suggestions on how we can improve our ideas for events, 
please contact us. We are always looking for new ideas. 
Brad Easton, Scott :\lunzel. i\latl \'an Hoef 
ments regarding tbe size and positioning of the men's 
urinals ("they really piss me off") and the color 
scheme. However, overall the RG gave its grudging 
approval. 
The Rc' Ci�\ldc - (lc pagt"Jhr� 
0}2inion. 
Political Mothers Threaten Freedoms 
By Jack Henneman 
During the past five years, one subset of a highly respec· 
ted group of Americans has been exploiting its wholesome 
image to push for enactment of a set of unwise and 
repressive laws. These laws, in promoting a particular 
morality, pos� grave dangers to individual freedom. 
Hordes of mothers have turned their back lo The 
Guiding Light Cin and of itself a good thing> and have 
devoted their long-ignored La Ients to single-issue lobbying. 
Libertarians-girded for a batlle with the fundamentalist 
clergy that never matenalized-are retreating on every 
front, unable to stomach a campaign against the apple-pie 
warriors. These mother·gladiators would stop any driver. 
any time. for a breath test, would put ratings on records. 
A lillie long division underscores the limited risk the 
drunk driver imposes. If those 15,000 miles are divided 
equally through lhe year, our perpetually drunk driver 
travels 41 miles every day. If we assume an average speed 
of 40 miles per hour, that's roughly an hour of drunk driving 
per day. It does not seem likely that the average drunken 
journey is more than one hour. given that many are 
probably short trips home from local parties. Furthermore. 
the people who are only marginally drunk will sober up as 
their trip lengthens. 
It seems reasonable, therefore, to assume that one hour 
of driving at 40 miles per hour constitutes the average 
"episode." If 330.000 drunk miles. on average, are 
necessary to kill somebody, then there are more than 8000 
bumper traffic squish them into a human accord ian. 
Liberals are correctly outraged when police un· 
. necessarily search innocent people without a warrant. Why 
do they stay silent when the same thing happens in the • 
name of paternalism? 
· 
Ut'hile it is difficult to quarrel with the objective as such, the highly coercive 
legislation the organization advocates is trampling our very cherished principle 
that a punish men£ fit the evil of a crime. 
Having emptied their magazines into the Eighth and 
Fourth Amendments in their war on highway fatalities, 
Political Mothers are stockpilin� ammunition for a 
prolonged war of intimidation a_gainst the First Amendment 
and those musicians and producers who would callously 
take refuge behind it. The Parents' Music Resource Center 
(PMRC>. Tipper Gore's group of "Washington wives'' 
which has been trying to gel warning labels on records. has 
stepped up its campaign and added to its list of demands 
warning "symbols" during the transmission of videos on 
television. According to the current issue of Rolling Stone. 
the group will insist upon a symbol on the screen not just at 
the commencement of a video. but through its duration. 
would ban heavy-metal \·ideos, would dictate the content of 
both advertising and programming directed toward 
children, and would put seatbelts around anyone who rides 
in a car. New York Governor Mario Cuomo is the great 
hero of Political Motherhood. Secretary of Transportation 
Elizabeth Dole and Senator Albert Gore aren't doing too 
badly either. 
The thoughtful observer can spot Political Mothers toiling 
away on a variety of issues. There are, of course, the old· 
line outfits, like the PTA, some chapters of which are 
pressing their agenda with renewed vigor. The most power· 
ful of the new "maternalists, '' however, form the nucleus ot 
MADD,the Mothers Against Drunk Driving. 
MADD works to reduce drunk driving and its attendant 
human casualties. While it is dirficult to quarrel with the 
objective as such, the highly coercive legislation the 
organization advocates is trampling our very cherished 
principle that a punishment fit the evil of a crime. 
MADD wants, and is getting, penalties for drunk driving 
far out of proportion to the expected damage of each off en· 
se. While it is true that drunk driving kills a lot of people, a 
given event of driving under the influence is relatively 
unlikely to kill somebody. More than 330,000 intoxicated 
miles are driven for every highway homicide. In other wor· 
ds. a person who drives 15,000 per year could drive every 
one of those miles under the rnfluence and then kill only one 
person in twenty-two years. 
episodes of drunk driving per fatality. A driver. busted for a 
given episode, had 0.012% chance of killing somebody. 
In other words, Political Mothers clamor to throw in jail 
people who have inflicted no actual damage for sentences 
frequently longer than those we mete out to people we have 
convicted for non-vehicular negligent homicide. Passion 
motivates MADD-many of its members have suffered 
personally at the hands of drunk drivers-and political fear 
propels legislators who authorize such an unjust penalty. 
Many of the same groups-in addition to the usual cadre 
of auto safety fanatics in the airbag brigade-are lobbying 
for laws to penalize drivers who don't want to wear a seat· 
belt. They have succeeded wildly in recent months, winning 
the heart of Mario "I'll give away any freedom as long as it 
saves lives" Cuomo and Elizabeth "I'll do anything for Am­
trak" Dole. New York and New Jersey lead a group of 
states that require seatbelts, and the auto companies are 
pressing for the laws because Dole will force them to put in 
airbags unless most states bind their citizens by the end or 
the year. 
Once again, it is true that the laws seem to save lives, 
though probably not as many as the proponents claim. 
Meanwhile, the costs to freedom are considerable. Police 
have yet another excuse to stop innocents that they want to 
pester; in Long Island communities this summer the cops 
stood in the middle of downtown streets walkin� to and fro 
and peering into cars to makes sure that everybody was 
safely strapped in, lest brutally dangerous bumper·to· 
PMRC does not hesitate to exploit its political clout. It's 
not every interest group that can grab bipartisan support 
for Senate hearin�. but few lobbies ewe hooe> recruit their 
leadership from the marriages of Senators and Secretaries. 
Less ethically, PMRC proves its point with videos that have 
never been broadcast. The videos they offered as �n· 
dalous on Donohue haven't appeared on e1ther MTV or 
N13C's Friday Night Videos. Since PMRC can make a 
fairly credible threat to push through coercive legislation, 
it looks as though record companies will be thoroughly and 
regrettably chilled. 
When mothers exercise their po\ilica\ clout as Mothers, it 
is a wonder to behold. Nothing rallies politicians from all 
demographic groups like a Mother concerned for her lilUe 
ones, and to a certain extent that is reassuring. The danger 
emerges when concern for children serves as a 
smokescreen for a broad. coercrve, "maternalistic" 
political agenda. In the months before women gained the 
suCfrage hard-drinking legislators sold their precious 
freedom to imbibe down the river for fear of the Anti-Saloon 
League and an enfranchised Women's Christian Tern· 
perance Union. The result was the hell of Prohibition. 
Today. the most straightjacketing paternalism in America 
marches out of statehouses and agencies behind a parade of 
mothers screaming that their children must be protected at 
any cost. lC we do not draw the line soon. we will learn 
someday that "U just one life can be saved ... " is the most 
dangerous lie ever told. 
Basement Groups Profit at Partygoers' Expense 
By Larry Pollack 
Regarding the Law School Student Senate budget 
allocations: as I see it. the majority of students take little 
or no interest in basement groups, and are forced to come 
up with lhe money to support these various groups anyway. 
Like me, most grudgingly accept the inevitability of what 
amounts to an enforced transfer of wealth as the price paid 
for living in a representative democracy characterized by 
a diversity of interests. 
ln such a society the interests of the so-<:alled "silent 
majority" are prone to suffer at the hands of organized in· 
terest groups. Such groups are able to lobby effectively by 
concentrating their political resources, while the 
unorganized masses are seldom able to articulate and 
defend their interests in the political arena. Often it takes a 
particularly egreg1ous slap in the face to awaken the ire of 
the slumbering m:ljorily 
One such "slap" is Senator Churchill's proposal to reduce 
the Social Committee budget allocation ''in any amount the 
Senate could agree upon." IRG, September 25th>. Just 
great; the only LSSS-supportcd function that brings the 
whole school together <rather than dividing us all into little 
groups) - in whrrh the majority of students participate 
- and this senator wants to chop it dO\\ n 
Down lo what? As IllS, we only have four parties a year 
Maybe Churchill would like to eompletely elimrnatc par· 
tvmg during Ia" '-'t·hnol ThAI \\<JY we rould spend all our 
spare hours staffing basement group offices. Those not 
belonging to such groups could console themselves by 
frequenting Martha Cook teas. 
The actuaJ Social Committe budget proposal calling for 
·•a ski trip, a bowling trip, a Casino Night, and a greater 
number of smaller parties'' and requesting $12,500 was 
reasonable enough: it was ambitious but not extravagant. 
Yet it was cut way back, to the current level of $7250, a 
the consumption of alcohol. They would rather not break up 
the monotony and pressure of the law school routine, which 
they <in their superior wisdom) see as the proper 
preparation for our lives as lawyers. It's the same old story 
of an alienated minority trying to stifle the spontaneous 
energies of a fun-loving-and-needing majority. 
Well, I'm not particularly active in any ''basement" 
group right now, and I don't have any kids to watch at 
Down to what? As it is we only have four parties a year. Maybe Churchill would 
like to completely eliminate partying during lal\' school. That way we could 
spend all our time staffing basement group offices. 
significant decrease from last year's allocation of $7400 
Mark my words: this is only just the beginning. 
A mo\•ement is afoot from various quarters to eliminate 
even this meager allotment - to gradually end LSSS 
sponsored social activities. These modern-dav 
prohibitionists deem it unworthy of a law school tn sancho� 
home In short, my primary activity is partying it up, and if 
you the reader share my pomt of vrew, please make your 
mdagnation known to one of our Senators. This issue should 
be of particular mterest to first year students. since thev 
\\111 soon be elcctmg reprt'sentatives Either choose booz.e 
nr lose vour dut'!; 
l • I• I ' I l I • - � J , 1 I •I 1 
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Nixon Advisor Fields Watergate, Other Questions 
from page one 
that is unproven may still be consid�ed in 
making sentencing and parole deCJ.Sio.ns. 
E.brUchman said a lawyer can help by getting 
injunctions to prevent consideration of un· 
proven material. Another occasion when he.lp 
is needed is preparing for the interview with 
the probation officer tbat precedes issuance 
by that officer or a pre-sentencing report The 
client can be advised not to answer certain 
questions, for example, that go to matters 
that would not be admissible evidence. 
"That pre-sentencing report can be an 
albatross around the cJient's neck," said 
Ehrllchman. "A lot or lawyers are scared to 
death to have their clients refuse to answer a 
probation oHicer's question. Far better that 
you make the probation orflcer mad at you in 
the first insUince and not have that damn an­
swer to that question follow that client 
around, in hls jacket, for the rest of his prison 
career." 
Another procedure where a lawyer's 
assistance can be invaluable, according to 
Ehrlichman, is in moving to have the senten­
ce reduced. "But over and over and over 
again," Ehrlichman said, "I found that attor­
neys dropp<.'<i their clients before they ever 
got to that point." The drafting of that motion, 
and the supporting documenUition sent with 
it. is "enormously important. There are many 
many people who are well represented who 
get very material reductions in their senten­
ces. I did, for one." 
FINALLY, EHRLICH MAN described the 
parole bearln& as a critical step for eUecllve 
,..eser�tation of the convicted criminal. 
"Most lawyers don't know tbat they have a 
right to be present at those hearings. Parole 
officers are mostly old prison guards, who 
have been retreaded into hearing examiners. 
They have a bias a mile wide when it comes to 
lnmates ... Tbey run roughshod over the 
average inmate who walks in there and sits 
down. They turn on a Ulpe recorder, and be 
doesn't know what his rights are, be doesn't 
know how these things work." 
"So, I guess the thing I'm asking you to do," 
Ehrlichman summarized, "is, one, hang in 
there with your guy. U it's a matter of the fee, 
work It out at lbe outset, tbat if he's convicted, 
you're going to follow through, and set your 
fee accordingly. Secondly, for goodness' sake 
take his phone calls, and tak.e his wife's phone 
calls, even if you have to smy a few minutes 
longer at the office. Over and over and over 
again, I've seen guys almost get driven to 
distraction, to desperation, by the refusal of 
an attorney to return ohone calls." 
Ehrlichman told the audience they owed any 
such client a professional responsibility to 
follow through and to accept phone calls. His 
voice quavering, Ehrlichman concluded his 
"sermonette" by asking, "You won't forget 
this, will you? Five years from now? Because 
that's the only reason I came here today ... " 
THE FLOOR WAS then opened for 
questions on any subject. The first questioner 
SFF Support Committee-The Student 
Funded Fellowship, a student organization 
which helps to provide grants for students 
seeking summer public-interest and 
public-service positions, seeks help from 
students in organizmg this year's cam­
paign. U you would like to get involved, 
please attend an organizational meeting 
on Thursday, October 10 at 7:00 p.m. in 
room 116. If you cannot attend but want to 
help, please leave a note in our folder in 
Room 300 or talk to a Board Member. 
asked whether he'd enter criminal defense 
work as a field now, with the benefit of hin· 
dsight. Ehrlichman repHed lbat he preferred 
the environmental practice that be was 
engaged in before conviction. "l was 
disbarred, and a few years ago my state bar 
asked if I wanted to apply for reinstatement. I 
decided not to," he said, explaining that he 
now writes and prefers the larger amount of 
personal time this gives him over legal prac­
tice. 
Another questioner, after expressing a hope 
that Ehrlichman would not be insulted by the 
question, asked "When Watergate was going 
on, how did you lose your sense of moral per­
spective?" 
"Well, in the practice of law, you're your 
pardon now for those reasons and for "any Prison also changed his political beliefs 
salutary effect it might have on my kids. So towards the liberal side, he remarked in 
far, there bas not been an election where I response to another question. Before going to 
was so attached to one of the alternatives prison, he's led a "rarified life," and had little 
rather than the other that l wished strongly to experience with the disadvantaged. With 
vote, but sooner or later there may be and I'd regard to entering government service, 
like to be able to vote then." Ehrlichman urged law students to go ahead, 
Asked how long it had taken to come to ter- but whether they were in private practice or 
ms with wbat had happened and to be able to the government, to listen to their instincts. 
"deliver your message to the public as you're "Don't let the perks and the glory and the 
doing here," Ehrlichman repHed "About this blandishments make you deaf Listen keenly, 
long." His marriage had dissolved, he said at the end of every day. And if you've done 
and be had no way to make a living. "I was something. or been asked to do something, 
mashed flat after the second case," EhrHch· that you should apologize for, get out of 
man described. Eventually, he adjusted to his there." 
new life, and "had some extraordinary ex­
periences." 
own boss, more or less," Ehrlichman replied. 
He explained that although it was difficult to � 
adjust to taking orders, you were expected in 
his position to give your viewpoint and then to 
"get aboard, and go out and advocate 
whatever bad been decided. There came a 
lime when l really wondered if I should stay 
there, under the circumstances. 
''THERE IS A whole network of 
perquisites, of advantages, of opportunities 
that hold you like a wonderful, warm, sweet 
vice. There's the limousine that picks you up 
at home in the morning, there's the access to 
sixty newspapers and magazines in the news 
summary every morning so that you know 
what's going on, there's the fact that you're in 
the know ... there's the use of Camp David on 
the weekends, there's the Presidential box a t  
the Kennedy Center, there are both worthy 
and unworthy forces. And every time the still 
small voice would say you ought to pack your 
bags and get going on your way, I'd say, "But 
I can really get stuff done here."" Ehrlich­
man invoked en\'ironmentai progress as an 
area in which he felt accomplishment. 
The advisor role, Ehrlichman sajd, in­
volved going ahead and giving you opinion, 
and explaining the reasons, and then for 
Nixon to "make the call and for you to get 
aboard. And tbat is a total abdication of one's 
instincts, of one's better sense. But l found 
myself very much involved, so much so that 
when Watergate came along, it was just more 
of the same ... II weemed very natural to say 
"Okay, if that's the way you're going to ban­
die it." Now, there isn't any point in that po.r· 
cess where aU of a sudden a very loud bell 
rings and a red light flashes and somebody 
says, "You'reoffthe path."" 
ASKED ABOUT HIS views of a Presidential 
pardon, Ebrlichman said that "at the time, l 
was against it. Tbat was very foolish on my 
part. There are some very practical reasons 
why if somebody offers you a pardon, you 
ought to take it and run like hell." At the time, 
he said, he expected to be acquitted; in bin· 
dsight, conviction was almost a certainty. A 
pardon bas certa.in quaHties that "neutralize" 
some of the qualities a criminal conviction 
has, Ehrlichman said, and he would accept a 
OHIO NORD BAR REVIEW COURSE 
5600 West Maple Road, Su1te A-120 
West Bloomheld, M•ch•gan 48033 
OUT OF STATE CALL TOll·FREE: 1·800·521-1916 
BAR RIJStJtTS 
July, 1984 and February, 1985 Ohio Bar Exams 
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN 
100°/o 
1 00% of the NORD students from the University of 
Michigan pas sed the July, 1984 and Febr u a ry, 1985 
Ohio Bar Exams on their first try. 
-- Notices--
Grand Coordinator-Student Funded 
Fellowships seeks a second-year student to 
coordinate applications for matching 
grants from organizations outside of the 
law school. Expected time commitment of 
five hours per week. If interested, please 
leave a not in our folder in Room 300 or 
contact John Barker at 763-8165 or 769-1795. 
REX LEE TO SPEAK-Rex Lee, former 
Solicitor General of the United States, will 
speak to the Law School community at3:30 
p.m., October 9, in Room 100 Hutchins 
Hall. 
Mr. Lee currently practices with the 
Washington, D.C. law firm, Sidley & 
Austin. Professor Wade McCree will in­
troduce Mr. Lee and lead questions and 
answers regarding the work of the office of 
the Solicitor General. 
CLINIC INFORMATION MEETING-All 
students interested in signing up for any of 
the three clinics for Winter term 1986 
<Child Advocacy Clinic, Clinical Law l, 
Environmental Law Clinic) are strongly 
e.ncouraged to attend the Clinic lnfor­
mation Meeting. It will be held on Wed­
nesday, October 23rd from 12 noon to 1 
p.m. in 132 Hutchins. Clinic descriptions, 
reservation forms, and tentative Winter 
1986 schedules will be available in the 
Records Office, 300 Hutchins, starting at 
3:30p.m. on Monday, October 21. Deadline 
for Clinic signup is Wednesday, October 
30at3:30p.m. 
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Adams, Duque & Hazeltine 
of Los Angeles, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing interested 2nd year students on 
Friday, November 1 
for positions with the firm. 
Students' interview request sheets ore due in the Placement Office October II. 
STINSON, MAG & FIZZELL 
of Kansas City, Missouri, Dallas, Texas 
and Overland Park, Kansas 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year 
students on 
Monday, October 28 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October II 
Hill, Lewis, Adams, Goodrich & Tait 
of Detroit, Michigan 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing mterested 2nd year students on 
Monday, October 28 
for positions with the firm. 
Studena' mterview request sheets ore due in the Placement Office October I I 
Herrick & Smitb 
of Boston, Massachusetts 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Tuesday, October 29 
for positions with the firm. 
Students' interview request sheets ore due in the Placement Office October I I 
Rogers & WeUs 
of Washington, D.C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, November 1 
for positions with the firm. 
Students' interview request sheets ore due in the Placement Office October 1 I. 
HAYNES AND BOONE 
of DaUas and Forth Worth, Texas 
will be interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year 
students for summer 1986 positions on 
Friday, November 1 
Our firm consists of 93 attorneys and specializes in the fol­
lowing areas: corporate/securities, banking, real estate, 
litigation, taxation, estate planning and probate, labor 
law, bankruptcy, and oil &gas. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October II. 
1botm0n, Zeder, Bohrer, Werth, 
Adorno & Razook 
of Miami, Florida 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year 
students on 
Thursday. October 31 
We welcome the opportunity to interview students for 
summer and permanent positions. Our practice is national 
and international in scope and includes commerical law, 
':ommunications law, state and federal constitutional 
Jaw, at the trial and appellate levels. In 1985 the firm be­
came the first Jaw firm in Florida to receive special com­
mendation from the Florida Supreme Court for its pro 
bono services. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October II. 
COOLEY, GODWARD, CASTRO, 
HUDDLESON & TATUM 
of San Francisco, California and 
Palo Alto, California 
will be interviewing interested 2nd and 
3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 30 and 
Thursday, October 31 
We plan to employ 15 to 20 permanent associates 
to join us in 1986 and 15 to 20 summer associates for 1986. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 1 I. 











KEMP, SMITH, DUNCAN & HAMMOND 
of El Paso, Texas 
will be interviewing summer starter, 
2nd and 3rd year students on 
Monday, October 28 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 1 1  
The Miami Office of 
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewin g 
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Tuesday, October 29 
for 1986 summer associate and permanent associate 
positions. The firm's sections include Business & Finance, 
Litigation. Labor, Tax, Real Estate 
and Personal Law. 
Students ' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 11 
O'Connon, Cavanagh, Anderson, Westover, 
Killingsworth & Beshears 
of Phoenix, Arizona 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Tuesday, October 29 
for positions with the firm. 
Students ' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 1 1  
Gardere & Wynne 
of Dallas, Texas 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewin g interested 2nd and Jrd year studen ts on 
Thursday, October 31 
for positions with the firm. 
Students • interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 11 
,, . . ,, . " . . .  . 
Best, Best & Krieger 
of Riverside and Palm Springs, Californ ia 
will be interviewing students who are interested 
in becomin g acquainted with the 
largest firm in inland Southern California 
Tuesday, October 29 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October I I  
AKIN, GUMP, STRAUSS, 
HAUER & FELD 
of Dallas, Texas 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Monday, October 28 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 1 1  
Spencer, Fane, Britt, & Browne 
of Kansas Cily, Missouri 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
in terested summer starter, 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Tuesday, October 29 
for positions with the firm. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October I I 
Modrall, Sperling, Roehl 
Harris & Sisk, P .A. 
of Albuquerque, New Mexico 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewin g interested 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Tuesday, October 29 
for positions with the firm. 
Students ' interview request sheets are due in 
the Placement Office October I I 
. --
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WEISSBURG AND ARONSON, INC. 
of Los Angeles, California 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd year 
students on 
Tuesday, October 29 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 1 1  
Sutherland, Asbill & Brennan 
of Atlanta, Georgia 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
2nd and Jrd year students on 
Monday, October 28 
for both permanent and summer (1986) 
associate positions. 
Students' interview requesl sheets are due in the Placement Of ice October I I  
Cooper, White & Cooper 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Monday, October 28 
for positions with the firm. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October I 1 
Howard, Rice, Nemerovski, Canady, 
Robertson & Falk 
of San Francisco, California 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Thursday, October 31 and 
Friday, November 1 
for positions with the firm. 
Srudenls' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 1 1  
-
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McCabe, Polese & Pietzscb 
of Phoenix, Arizona 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing 2nd and Jrd year students on 
Tuesday, October 29 
for positions with the firm. 
Srudents' inlerview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 11. 
Bell, Boyd & Lloyd 
of Chicago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd year students on 
Tuesday and Thursday, October 29 and 31 
for positions with the firm. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placemenr Office October J 1 
SHACKLEFORD, FARRIOR, STALLINGS 
& EVANS, P .A. 
of Tampa, Florida 
will be interviewing 2nd and 3rd 
year students on 
Monday, October 28 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 1 1  
ROSS & HARDIES 
of Cbkago, Illinois 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
2nd and 3rd year students on 
Friday, November 1 
for positions with the firm as 
summer and permanent associates 
for our Chicago office. 
Students' interview request sheets are due in the Placement Office October 1 1  
. ' . . . . .  
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Prohibition Of Alcohol Advertisements Considered 
'Ibe CXIltrowrsy � First Amerximelt 
protection of "commercial speech" has a new 
focal point in the movement to ban alcoholic 
beverage advertising on television and radio. 
Such externa.l intervention might be the 
only effective way to significantly reduce 
alcohol industry advertising. Experience in 
the tobacco industry has shown that industry 
sell-regulation does not seem to work because 
of competit.ive pressures. 
Frederick Schauer, profession of con· 
stltutlonal Jaw, believes that a ban on beer 
and wine advertising in the electronic media 
may be found constitutional. Commercial 
speech is "less extensively protected than 
other types, such as political speech," and 
thus more vulnerable to restrictions, he said. 
Restricting commercial speech would require 
as a matter or constitutional law, "less 
evidence than would be needed to support a 
case for banning other types or speech." 
Ban supporters, including the Center for 
Science in the Public Interest and the 
National Parent-Teacher Association, are 
trying to convince Congress and the Federal 
Trade Commission that alcohol advertising 
contributes to alcohol use and abuse, par· 
llcularly among young people. Various 
groups are lobbying for either a ban or equal 
lime to provide counter-messages about the 
dangers of alcohol abuse. So £ar, the Federal 
Trade Commission bas not been persuaded to 
enact a total advertising ban, so the case is 
not being taken to the Congress. 
Proponents of a federaUy-imposed ban 
probably will have to prove at least some 
linkage between excessive drinking and ad­
vertising, said Schauer. "There is no question 
that it is in the public interest to protect 
citizens from drunken drivers," he said. "At 
issue is the closeness of that problem to 
alcohol advertising." 
No "concrete scientific evidence" of such a 
link was required when a U.S. Court of Ap­
peals in 1983 upheld a Mississippi law banning 
advertising of beer and wine in Mississippi. 
The Appeals Court reversed a judgment In a 
U.S. District Court which ruled against a 
ban 
The Court of Appelas held that the law did 
not violate First Amendment protection of 
commerical speech "in view of sufficient 
reason to believe that advertising and con­
sumption are linked to justify the ban. The 
Mississippi decision is not a nationally bin­
ding precedent regarding federal regulation 
of alcohol advertising, and the Supreme Court 
declined to review the case. 
Advocates of a national ban are lobbying 
for federal regulation by act of Congress 
rather than sell-regulation by advertisers and 
broadcasters. 
The 1971 ban on cigarette advertising 
proved that outside regulation is the more ef­
fective measure in such cases, noted Uoyd 
Johnston , a program director at the U·M In­
stitute for Social Research (ISR>, since 
smoking initiation rates among those in early 
adolescence began falling within a couple of 
years after the ban took effect.  
The alcohol industry, like the cigarette in­
dustry, is not likely to adopt a very restrictive 
or well-enforced self-regulation code, John-
ston said. "In a competitive marketplace, 
Brownstein, Zeidman and Schomer 
of Washington, D. C. 
is pleased to announce that it will be 
interviewing interested 2nd and 3rd year 
students on 
Wednesday, October 30 
for positions with the finn. 
Srudents ' interview request sheets ore due in the Placement Office October II.  
those with the ethical fiber to constrain their 
pitch are the ones who lose market share-a 
fact which makes self-regulation, in my 
opinion, a nearly hopeless cause," Johnston 
recently told the Senate Labor and Human 
Resources subcommittee on alcoholism and 
drug abuse. 
"Therefore, if there is to be restraint, 
it almost certainly must be externally im­
posed," Johnston said at the subcommittee's 
February hearing. While he did not direcUy 
advocate such restraint, his testimony em­
phasized a probable cause-and-effect 
relationship between beer commercials and 
teen drinking. 
In his testimony, Johnston documented a 
rise since 1975 in the proportion of high school 
seniors who say they are using alcohol for 
certain psychological coping motives such as 
"to get through the day" or "to deal wi th 
anger and frustration." 
While Schauer takes no stand on the adver­
tising ban, he agrees with Johnston that the 
alcohol industry is probably not spending an 
estimated $700 million to $1 billion on adver· 
tising "solely to increase each company's 
share of the market." 
Th is story was based on a news release 
from the University of Michigan News 
and Information Service. 
Photo ByTomMorri 
Finley, Kumble, Wagner, Heine, 
Underberg, Manley & Casey 
of New York, New York 
is pleased to announce that it will be interviewing 
interested 2nd and 3rd year students on 
Wednesday, October 30 
for positions with the firm. 
Srudents' interview request sheets ore due in the Placement Office October II 
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BY KATE O'NEAL 
The University of Michigan Law School has 
established a new program of fellowships 
open to scholars from a wide range of 
academic disciplines-except law. Supported 
by a $1 million endowment, the Sunderland 
Fellowships will be awarded annually to one or 
more fellows for a semester or an academic 
year of residence at the School. The program, 
which began this fall, is named for a U of M 
Law alumnus. 
"The purpose of the fellowships is two­
fold, "  said Dean Terrance Sandalow. "In 
recent years, there has been growing interest 
in law and legal institutions among people 
from other disciplines. The fellowships will 
provide an opportunity for scholars from 
those disciplines to deepen their understan­
ding of law, in part by enabling them to 
establish intellectual relationships with 
members of our faculty who have cognate in­
terests." 
"At the same time," Sanda low continued, 
"the presence of Sunderland fellows will 
enrich the intellectual life of The University 
of Michigan Law School, assisting our studen­
ts and faculty to probe the many ways in 
.which other disciplines can contribute to the 
understanding of law." 
The fellowships are available for scholars 
who are interested in the method or substance 
of either contemporary American law or in 
historical or cross-cultural studies, or whose 
work significantly relates to the study of law 
in other ways. Fellows will be drawn over 
time from a wide range of fields, the most 
likely of which, says Sandalow, include an­
thropology, biology, economics, medicine, 
and political science. 
The fellowships will offer an opportunity for 
research, writing and reflection. During their 
tenure, fellows will have the opportunity to in· 
teract with members of the Law School 
faculty whose cross-disciplinary interests 
range from economics and finance to 
philosophy and literature. The Sunderland 
feUows will have full access to the U·M Law 
Library and will have faculty offices. 
They will not be required to t�ach, although 
t' �y may have the opportunity to offer 
seminars for interested students and faculty. 
Candidates will be selected on the bsis of 
their research proposals, the contribution the 
Law School can make to their work, and the 
intellectual contribution the fellows can make 
to the life of the School. 
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Attention Law School Students 
NORD BAR REVIEW COURSE 
$1 00 
EARLY ENROLLMENT 
DISCOU NT COU PON 
D E AD L I N E  DATE: OCTO B E R  1 5, 1 985 
( I f  you are a student at a law school visited by a Nord representative after October 15 ,  
1 985. t h e  deadline w i l l  be extended to the date o f  his visit. which will be posted at 
the law school.) 
Enroll in  any full Nord Bar Review Course prior to graduation and submit on time 
a current, completed, Registration Form. this Discount Coupon, and a $25 non­
refundable partial payment. and you wil l  be entitiE;!d to the following: 
1 .  A $ 1 00 discount oft the current 1986 tuition. 
2. The following extra incentive for you to com­
plete the weekly assignments and l isten to the 
lectures on schedule:* 
The right to permanently keep the Course books and 
Summary Sheets ( including as to those Nord Courses having a book 
deposit requirement, a full refund of your $40 book deposit) provided: 
A. You submit your answers to at least 90% of the weekly practice Bar Exam 
questions on schedule; and 
B. As to those who have received the cassettes, provided you also listen to at 
least 90% of the lectures on schedule as evidenced by your submitting, each 
week. the answers to the objective questions that are discussed and ans­
wered in that week's lectures. 
3. An interest free deferred payment plan as 
follows: 
A. For those graduating within the next 1 2  months, the balance of your tuition 
is automatically deferred until  90 days before you take the Bar Exam. We 
wil l  bi l l  you for this balance shortly before it becomes due, and upon receipt 
of your payment of this balance, we will  send you the Course materials. Or, 
if you wish to obtain your Course materials immediately, we will send them 
to you as they become available upon receipt of the balance ofyourtuition. 
The printed Course materials are available immediately and wi l l  be kept 
ful ly up to date with supplements. The cassettes wi l l  be available approxi­
mately 3 months prior to the Bar Exam you plan to take. 
B. For those not graduating within the next 1 2  months, see Side 2 of the Nord 
Registration Form for details. 
Make checks payable to: NORD PUBLICATIONS, INC. 
and send to: 5600 West Maple Road, Suite A-120, West Bloomfield, Michigan 48033 
nu:Re-< e-1 c 
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Pub Reviews Varied 
From pagt ont 
Steve's <Ice Cream> U this plact had beer, 1t 
wouJd be fantastic." · 
Jack Hudson, also a 2nd year, echoes 
Ahmad's thoughts concenung the lack of beer. 
"They promised it to us, and now it opens and 
there's no beer. Dominiclc's is loo far away 
and its not open in the winter. Every once in a 
while I just want to have a beer at the end of 
the night. U I go to the Blue Front I have to 
buy six or them. and I end up drln.king aJJ or 
them." 
Kevin Kalinic.h has never been to the new 
lounge. ''You see, I never study in the library 
anyway, so how am I supposed to know they 
have a pub. If they sold beer, I might go to the 
library more often." 
Kenwyn Fuller, 3rd year, thinks the pub is a 
convenience. "I go there In between classes 
every once in a whlle. Its comfortable and you 
can even get some work done." 
Scott Long, 2nd year, finds the new pub to 
be a good Idea. "They had all this room here, 
so they should have stuck this in here. The 
Cooking Tips 
l='�o1.£N cff£Ho PoPS - .So,t.k 
CI(E.ETOS IN CoLD Wl\i£R A�l> 
F�£U:. { A�!) €NJol 
place is clean and comfortable, and I'm glad 
there's no smoking m here." 
Kevin Ruf, 2nd year, sees possibilities for 
the new pub. "The fll"Sl thing is you make it 
bigger. Then you •eed real food, not these 
vending machine sandwiches. After tbat, we 
could probably rent it out for parties." Ruf 
even suggested a name for the new lounge: 
The Rufwood Tavern. 
Pat Courtemanche, 2nd year, responded to 
questions about the pub, "Oh I don't care. It's 
nice, so what? This is just another student 
lounge." 
Bitsy Hoffman, junior LSA lhlnks the whole 
new pub is "neal." She commented, "It's 
nice, not like the cabana at Daddy's club, but 
its nice. Besides, there are so many law 
students here. Maybe they should have 
walters or waitresses here." 
So there you have it, sportsfans. The new 
law school lounge is orr to a blazing start. It 
opens to slightly less than the rave reviews 
the Limelight received, but there are no real 
complaints. Perhaps if there was a grill and a 
tap, but then again, what kind or a librarv 
sells beer? � 
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STUDENT REPRESENTATIVES WANTED 
FREE COURSE + CASH COMMISSIONS 
fot lurthtr lnform•hoo wute ,, call 
o\u m•1n olt� •t 
NORD BAR REVIEW COURSES 
5600 Wool Meplo RO&d. Sullo A 120 
W .. l Bloomhold. Mac:hu;�en 48033 
(313) 855-6585 
OUT OF STATE CALL TOLL·FREE 
1 800521·1916 
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Features 
Yuppies A re Quickly Losing Favor 
ByJoe Opich 
Pass the word, yuppies will soon be out of 
vogue. l'm telling you just in time to allow you 
to avoid wasting your time in the S and M 
chamber (a.k.a. Room 200, where all of the 
degradation and ass-kissing occurs>. You now 
have no reason to grovel for servitude and 
peonage because by the time you are sum­
mer/permanent associatesh1ps start they will 
be completely out of Cashton. Don't roll your 
eyes in disbelief behmd vour Vuarnets and 
say that I've lost touch with reality from 
reading my resume too often. I have proof. 
Look in today's sports page. The Chicago 
Cubs are 23 games out of first place. Further 
documentation can be found m the N.F.L 
standings which list the Washington Redskins 
in last place with one win and three losses 
have been outscored 121 to46. ' 
The two trendiest teams in America are on 
the wane. They are lo:;er
.
s. Cnlike Michelob 
Light, they no longer "have 1t all" Everyone 
knows that a yuppie can't tolerate failure. 
Coincidentally, the rest of the country can no 
longer tolerate yuppies. Yuppie-ism is based 
essentially on living the good life at an age 
when those of past generations could not af-
never do. 
Yuppies will be unable to reconcile the 
pathetic performances of their two favorite 
teams with a religious quest for the perfect 
Yuppieism is based essentially on living the good life at an 
age when those of past generations could not afford such 
hedonistic conspicuous consumption. 
ford such hedonistic conspicuous consum­
ption. Working hard and playing hard as it 
were. Thus, recreation and sports are big 
element in the B.P. life. Yupsters need sports 
stars who look like architects and Stanford 
M.B.A.s <Rick Sutcliffe and Ryne Sandberg, 
resoectivelyl ,  party with Supreme Court 
justices 'John Riggms l .  and change the 
pronunciation of their names soley for career 
advancement (Joe 'Theesman' doesn't rhyme 
with any trophies). Don Mattingly would 
pesto. Think of the cognitive con­
fusion-should one sleep with a Drexel 
Burhnam analyst even though they got their 
asses kicked in the CBS takeover battle. The 
Are You A Law Student? 
By Mickey Brumm 
You know you're really a law student at the 
University of Michigan Law School when . . . 
• You can argue over who gets to use the last 
empty dryer in the laundry room by referring 
to finder's rights in lost or mislaid objects. 
• You watch "Hill Street Blues" and find 
yourself analyzing each crime in terms of 
"actus reus" and "mens rea". 
• You take your bookbag everywhere with 
you-including the bathroom. 
• "Reading for pleasure" has become an 
abstract concept. 
• You're more worried about keeping your 
Law School Transcript confidential than you 
are about keeping your Income Tax Return 
confidential. 
• The terms "LEX IS' and "WESTLA W" 
mean something to you 
• A normal weekday mght means reading 30 
pages for each of your classes. 
• You read the newspaper and think about 
Crossword 
By Joseph Mazzarese 
ACROSS 
I. Famous guild 
4. Abnormal state 
8. Religious title 
I 1. Legal remedy 
14. Gel 
15. Round projN:llon 
16. Consumed 
17. �longrcl do� 
18. Friends 
20. Roll'an 1:! 
23 Spherl' 
24. InOuenllal Assm· 
25. Soctal evE-nts 
'l:l A diall'ond or ruh\ 
28. Article 
· 
30. Elevated tracks !Colloq 1 
31 Cease 
32. Attach 
34. Way to expedite case 
38. Affirll'ative 
39. Suitable 
40. Check ahhr<'Yiation 
41. Forrrerly 
how many lawsuits will come out of each 
story. 
• You can't go to your best friend's wedding 
because she scheduled it for the weekend 
before final exams start. 
• You're not surprised anymore that there 
really are people who sell the same piece of 
property to different buyers. 
• The muscles that move your eyes are the 
same muscles in your body that get the most 
use. 
• You watch "The Equalizer" and wonder 
if Robert McCall ever spent a week in class 
trying to define what "punishment" means. 
• Pizza delivery people expect large tips 
from you because "You're gonna be a rich 
lawyer, huh1" 
• You think it's natural to descend into a 
guarded pit to consult the oracles of 
knowledge. 
OOWl'\ 
I. His llatinl 
2. Craft 
3. African antelope 
4. Pension fund 
5. Litigation 
6. Key tests 
8. Indian tribe 
9. To take to court 
10. Compass point 
12. Italian three 
13. What everyone needs 
18. Kitchen implell'ent 
19. Exist 
21. Anger 
22. Before \\'orran song title> 
26. Footwear 
'l:l. Rehe\·e 
29. Certain agency 
30. Common food 





very fabric of yuppie society will be torn 
down, the downfall is imminent. 
But alas yuppies, the bandwagon was get­
ting crowded anyway. Even though you 
doubled the "p" many claimed the status 
without being real professionals. Moreover, 
the difference between urban and suburban is 
greater than 3 letters. So, plow under your 
spice gardens, carpet your hardwood floors, 
rest your Polo ponies, boycott Ethiopian 
restaurants, stop liking the Talking Heads 
(they wouldn't like you), stop renting the 
"Big Chill" for your VCR. Stop you Saabing ! 
A new age will dawn. Look for the 
Replacements. 
The Res Gestae October 9, 1985 page '"elve 
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Fashion Plate Wen dlan dt Gives Tips 
By John C. Wendlandt 
"And then it was the time for inter­
viewing. Among the villagers there was 
great antic ipation. Wise men journeyed 
from ajar bearing gifts and fine clothes. 
The villagers engaged in joyous 
celebration. And the wine was placed 
before them. Wine and potato chips. 
Wine and potato chips and clam dip. And 
there was much jabbering and gnashing of 
teeth. Decisions were reached and choices 
made. And finally they stood as one and 
lifted their glasses, for they had fashjoned 
a miracle. And a great bright light ap­
peared. And a voice said, "Have some 
more clam dip. "'" 
15 Crassius 492 
Pollack and Maitland, History of Anglo­
American Legal Placement 
The interviewing season bas sprung upon us 
like a pregnant cow. Caught between its folds 
of fatty tissue, we have been drained of our 
life blood, our intellectual motivation. Pity. 
Still, we recognize the sanctity of the beast. 
Only through blood sacrifice can one truly 
free oneself from the most onerous of 
curses, the student loan debt. A five figure 
financial foe. Nary an evening passes when I 
do not fall to my knees and offer libations 
(usually Jack Daniels in a stadium cup) to the 
God of Placement Offices. 
Unfortunately, far too few of us bave ac­
tually participated in the ritual. ll remains 
shrouded in mystery. And there is a 
knowledge gap. A veritable abyss separating 
that which we know from that which we need 
to know to interview successfully. A 
knowledge gap not unlike that which I ex­
perienced in Constitutional Law last term. 
Self-doubt reigns supreme. Questions abound. 
What should I say? How should I dress? Who 
clerks for Wapner on The People's Court? 
This article will address some of the more 
common queries of the novice interviewee. 
Optimal interviewee behavior schemes 
vary with the interviewing firm's geographic 
location. For that reason, this primer will be 
quartered by region: the east coast, the mid­
west, the southwest, and the west coast·. The 
southeast region has been omitted primarily 
because I cannot recall the word describing 
the process of dividing something into five 
parts. 
The East Coast. What is key to successful 
interviewing with firms from this region can 
be summed up in one word, disease. East coast 
law firms have a very keen interest in poten­
tial associates who are weak and sickly. And, 
in a perverted sort of way, it makes some sen­
se. Healthy and energetic folks play squash 
and tennis after work and spend their 
weekends at the Cape. They whine incessantly 
ifforced to stay at the office past 5:00. 
Conversely, the pale and sickly types, who 
wallow in the city's grime and abhor sunlight, 
find ultimate satisfaction in some damp ana 
dark corner of a law library. There they 
spend endless hours researching and writing 
jurisdiction memos, occasionally stealing fur­
tive peeks at their "All Things Cold and 
Clammy" magazine. They have no interests 
outside of the Jaw office excepting, possibly, a 
slight infatuation with breeding tree lichens. 
And they are an east coast firm's wet dream. 
These 'moles' fit quite nicely into the 
'organizational structure' of the burgeoning 
east coast firm. 
Interviewing with east coast firms requires 
careful planning. The clothing worn should 
incorporate various shades of 'soot' gray and 
And loathe tofu. 
One who interviews with a midwest law 
firm should follow a standard that has 
remained stable for some time. Brown is this 
century's color and, regarding fabric, 
polyester has been a big hit in the region since 
its introduction ten years ago. An outfit com­
bining both (and possibly garnished with a 
'western-style" cut wilh tan piping) would 
leave the interviewer with a lasting im­
pression of a 'peachy-keen' dresser. During 
the interview, the suit coat should be removed 
and the shirt sleeves rolled up to the elbows. 
The better interviewees speak very little but 
when pressed, respond with a chorus of 'aw 
shucks' or 'gosh' so very pleasing to the inter­
viewer's ears. And its would not be a bad idea 
to carry into the interview a copy of "Soybean 
Digest." Such a performance will surely con-
Brown is th is century 's color and, regarding fabric, 
polyester has been a big hit in the region since its introduc­
tion ten years ago. 
should smell strongly of mothballs. The color 
of the tie should remind one instantly of oat­
meal. During the interview, the prudent in­
terviewee is most conscious of posture and 
slouches throughout. The voice should whine 
to the pitch of a model airplane and the eyes 
should wander aimlessly around the inter­
viewer's feet. And then there is the nose, a 
most important actor in this charade. A con­
tinuous sniffle, accompanied by an occasional 
blow or shirt-cuff-wipe, can have a 
devastatingly positive effect on the inter­
viewer. Drooling, however, is straight out. It 
is a bit extreme, even for New York. Closely 
following this prescription can spell nothing 
but success for the interviewee of an east 
coast law firm. 
The Midwest. What is important to remem­
ber when speaking with a law ftrm from 
America's heartland is that the area is more 
or less isolated from the rest of the modern 
world. A 'Cornstalk Curtain' of sorts, not 
unlike the 'Iron Curtain' in that it is imper­
vious to cultural and intellectual progress, 
surrounds the region. Unfortunately, that 
barrier does not prevent some of society's 
more vapid products from impregnating the 
area. Like disco music. And Ronald Reagan. 
Consequently, law firms from the midwest 
have a decided preference for 'earthy' 
associates. 'Earthy' in the sense that they 
must be able to 'jaw' with clients about the 
commodites market and tractor pulls. 'Ear­
thy' in the sense that they must be reasonably 
adept at playing softball and bowling. 'Ear­
thy' in the sense that they must love to eat 
cornfed beef. Raw. And drink beer. Domestic. 
vince the firm representative of the 
suitability and 'earthiness' of the interviewee. 
The Southwest. What distinguishes this 
region and its law firms from all others is a 
pronounced proclivity toward the excessive. 
Excess power. Excess area. Excess 
language. Excess ego. Unfortunately, within 
the 'exoansive' southwestern mentality, quite 
amorphous concept Clike 'Quality'> are oc­
casionally obscured. This is a region that 
made "Smoky and the Bandit: Part II" a 
cinema blockbuster. The law firms of the 
southwest talk big and act big. And they get 
excited about potential associates with 
streaks of compulsive behavior. Very excited. 
More excited than a hog-tied steer at a rat­
tlesnake round-up. 
Appropriate dress and behavior are most 
important when interacting with a law firm 
from the southwest. Two items of dress are 
absolutely necessary: a cowboy hat and a 
pair of cowboy boots (pointy toes). The tips of 
the shirt collar should be covered by those 
shiny metal triangles (like JR wears) and the 
tie tack should be in the shape of an oil rig. As 
a nice touch, a pair of steer horns could em­
blazen the back of the jacket. Before entering 
the interview, place a big 'chaw' of chewing 
tobacco between your chee.k and gum and, to 
avoid looking like a "greenhorn" during the in­
terview, try to spit at one spot consistently. 
And do not drool. When introducing yourself 
to the interviewer, say 'howdy-doo' and im­
plore him to call you 'Billy-Bob' (even if you 
are female). When asked to speak, remember 
to lean on the Rs in your words. Tire, for 
example, should be pronounced 'tar'. 
The West Coast. Those who interview with 
west coast firms need consider only one 
factor in their quest for a position. Style. As 
one who-is-so-wise-in-the-ways-of-law 
described the region, "California is the land 
where the people are happy and well­
dressed." West coast law firms are prin­
cipally interested in those individuals who 
ride the crest of fad and fashion. Fashionable 
behavior. fashionable dress and fashionable 
law. That is simply the 'way things are done' 
on the west coast. And those who march to the 
beat of a stylistically outdated drummer are 
not marching to California. 
Yet, fault cannot be laid entirely upon the 
doormat of the west coast legal community. 
They have the unenviable task of serving one 
of history's most eccentric populations. A 
people who put both Ronald Reagan and 
Jerry Brown in the same Governor's chair: A 
people who made 'pet rocks' a national ob­
session. And a people who called out the 
National Guard to kill some flies. Law firms 
in California are forced to recruit to feed their 
client's eccentricities. Thus, they emphasize 
style over substance. Avocados notwithstan­
ding. 
The interview with a west coast firm, 
therefore, requires a great deal of 
forethought. Dress should be casual, so as to 
assert the strong independence of the inter­
vieweee. Ties are to be discarded in favor of 
gold chains and chest hair (males only) (fake 
hair should be applied with an adhesive if 
lacking in that area). Suit color should be one 
of the pastel colors. Appropriate footwear in­
cludes only sandals. Facial hair is 'in' up nor­
th but frowned upon in southern California. 
The 'interViewee's speaking style should be 
fast ana Jerky, in the best speed-induced 
fashion possible. If dining with an inter­
viewer, the most approprite food to order is 
tofu-burger. With sprouts on the side. And if 
finally given an offer with reasonable com­
pensation, the intervieweee's best response 
would be "Hey dude, them's righteous 
bucks." Unfortunately, and quite unlike the 
previous three areas of analysis, strict 
adherence to the 'California Prescription' of­
fers no guarantee of success. Quite simply, 
nobody can predict how the west coast firms 
will hire. 
To those of you who have completed the in­
terviewing process, good riddance. To those 
still playing the game. good grief. To those of 
you who bave yet to enter the fra�as! go� 
luck. And to those of your intervJewmg m 
Ohio, Goodbye Columbus. Have some more 
clam dip. 
r . Law in the Raw By Dana Deane and Mark Berry 
... 
The Verdict 
Phillip A. Prossnitz. a lawyer in Chicago, recounted when 
his father was a young lawyer and represented a client in a 
bitterly disputed contract trial. The client had to leave 
while the jury was still deliberating. When the jury retur­
ned a verdict in favor of his client, the lawyer en­
thusiastically cabled his client, "Justice prevails! "  The 
client sent an urgent telegram back, saying, "Appeal im­
mediately. "  
ABA Journal June, 1985 
-
Quotes 
Discussing the prospect of President Reagan appointing 
his successor, Justice Thurgood Marshall has boasted of 
telling his clerks, "If l die while Reagan is in office, prop 
me up and keep on voting.·· 
Esquire, September 1985 
The legal profession fs the only one where aggressiveness 
can be mistaken for intellect. 
Prof. Andy Watson paraphrasing his wife 
September 24, 1985 
"When I was going to Southwestern University Law 
School, my professor said: 'Mr. Mitchelson, you will never, 
ever make it as a lawyer. Why don't you give up now?' " 
Marvin Mitchelson, USA Weekend Magazine 
October 6, 1985 
Outrageous Laws 
Justice may be blind, but it doesn't overlook details. Here 
are some things that are illegal across the USA: 
-Using dirty underwear as rags in California 
-Throwing banana peels on the street in Texas 
-Mining in Tennessee cemeteries . 
-Playing marbles in the business district of Wmoma, 
Mississippi 
-Selling cotton at night in Mississippi 
USA Weekend Magazine October 6, 1985 
